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Figure 1: The main interface of VISAR. The user can edit their argumentative writing outline via either the text editor (A) or
the canvas of the visual outline (B); VISAR synchronizes these two workspaces and facilitates users to correspond a writing
item in editor (E) to the counterpart node in visual outline (C); User can switch between Lazy or non-Lazy mode to decide when
to generate draft prototypes during the planning (D); User can choose between multiple relationships between items in outline
(G); User can also add new item to the visual outline and generate a new draft from the outline (F).
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ABSTRACT
In argumentative writing, writers must brainstorm hierarchical
writing goals, ensure the persuasiveness of their arguments, and re-
vise and organize their plans through drafting. Recent advances in
large languagemodels (LLMs) havemade interactive text generation
through a chat interface (e.g., ChatGPT) possible. However, this ap-
proach often neglects implicit writing context and user intent, lacks
support for user control and autonomy, and provides limited assis-
tance for sensemaking and revising writing plans. To address these
challenges, we introduce VISAR, an AI-enabled writing assistant
system designed to help writers brainstorm and revise hierarchical
goals within their writing context, organize argument structures
through synchronized text editing and visual programming, and
enhance persuasiveness with argumentation spark recommenda-
tions. VISAR allows users to explore, experiment with, and validate
their writing plans using automatic draft prototyping. A controlled
lab study confirmed the usability and effectiveness of VISAR in
facilitating the argumentative writing planning process.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and
tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Argumentative writing is a meta-genre of writing that is often used
by individuals to persuasively convey their thoughts on disputable
topics [5, 20, 48, 79]. Unlike other forms and genres of writing,
such as narrative and descriptive writing, argumentative writing
requires writers to justify their claims with evidence and logical
reasoning [5, 18, 53]. Additionally, they must carefully identify
and address potential counterarguments in order to construct a
compelling argument [5].

However, the argumentative writing process presents significant
challenges, requiring considerable effort from writers. From a cog-
nitive perspective, the challenge stems from the inherent conflict
between two levels on which the writer must simultaneously oper-
ate. First, writers must create and maintain a hierarchical structure
of arguments and sub-arguments to ensure global logical coher-
ence and comprehensiveness of their argumentation [33]. This
involves brainstorming constructs across various levels of abstrac-
tion, including high-level key aspects, specific discussion points
and sub-arguments, evidence requirements, and potential counter-
arguments [5]. Second, at the same time, writers must focus on
the lower-level logical relationships between the discussion points
to ensure their validity and coherence [17]. This writing process
is both iterative and non-linear as specific content for discussion

points and sub-arguments helps writers solidify their ideas when
planning argument structure, while high-level structures support
their efforts to maintain global logical coherence and comprehen-
siveness when working on specific texts [45].

Although several interactive tools have recently been introduced
to assist the argumentative writing process, especially with the
advancement of large language models (LLMs) such as the GPT
family [10], these tools often focus on one of the two levels with-
out effectively connecting them. For example, at the higher level
of ideation, Sparks [22] facilitates ideation for scientific writers
by using an LLM to suggest potential ideas related to given sci-
entific concepts. Similarly, CoAuthor [39] provides writers with
context-based argumentative suggestions, inspiring them with the
next piece of content to write. At the lower level of concrete text,
some systems prioritize giving feedback on pre-existing drafts to
help writers recognize weaknesses and adhere to argumentative
structure in order to improve their writing [2, 72, 73]. While these
tools have proven useful for argumentative writers, they typically
address specific writing constructs within a particular phase of
the writing process (e.g., ideation, drafting, and revision) or a spe-
cific level of abstraction (e.g., global argumentative structures or
local writing suggestions). Consequently, there remains an unmet
challenge in developing effective methods to assist argumentative
writers in generating and structuring their ideas through hierarchi-
cal writing planning and in seamlessly transitioning between global
and local levels of abstraction across planning and drafting phases.

To address these gaps, we introduce VISAR12, a human-AI col-
laboration system that supports writers in the hierarchical and
iterative planning process of argumentative writing.

VISAR incorporates two novel approaches: visual programming
and rapid prototyping for argumentative writing. The interface of
VISAR features side-by-side text editors and an interactive graph of
logical relationships among entities for writing planning. During
the ideation process, VISAR employs a state-of-the-art LLM to assist
writers in interactively exploring potential discussion points using
a “chain of thought” approach [76] (Figure 3). Entities and their
relationships are visualized in a tree structure that users can freely
manipulate and edit (Figure 5). Entities are connected through rela-
tionships, and writers can add, edit, or remove entities and connect
them using various relationship types in a visual programming
interface. VISAR also helps writers identify potential counterargu-
ments, supporting evidence, and logical flaws for entities in the
current argumentative plan (Figure 4), synchronizing both the visu-
alization and the text editor. This method allows writers to monitor
and evaluate the ideation process across different abstraction lev-
els and facilitates the gradual refinement of the language model’s
thoughts in a step-by-step manner, enabling it to evolve its con-
text understanding and provide context-consistent suggestions that
respond to writers’ needs.

VISAR’s rapid prototyping approach generates concrete text of
what the final write-up of the argumentation could be based on
the current argumentation structure using state-of-the-art LLMs. It
is important to note that VISAR’s objective is not to produce the
final write-up, as LLMs still have limitations in, e.g., achieving the
1VISAR stands for Visual Interactive System for Argumentative writing with Rapid
draft prototyping
2Live demo website: https://visar.app
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desired levels of factual correctness and specificity. Instead, VISAR
aims to generate mid-fidelity (hi-fidelity in form and logical flow;
low-fidelity in factual details) prototypes of the write-up to facili-
tate fast and iterative exploration of ideas. Writers first “diverge”
by selecting different key points, argumentation structures, and
supporting points, and then “converge” by examining the generated
write-up prototypes to understand the strengths, weaknesses, and
trade-offs of various approaches, reaping the benefits of parallel
prototyping in user experience design [49].

The design of VISAR embodies our vision of effective human-AI
collaboration on complex and ambiguous tasks with multiple in-
tertwined layers of abstraction, particularly in an era when LLMs
like GPT-4 are more powerful than ever. Recently, interfaces that
wrap LLMs into multi-turn chatbots, such as ChatGPT, have gained
considerable attention. Users find them capable of generating seem-
ingly reasonable argumentative essays from simple prompts (e.g.,
“Can youwrite an argumentative essay about...”) or auto-completion.
Furthermore, the ability to maintain context in multi-turn conver-
sations allows them to support highly flexible follow-up requests on
both language style (e.g., “Can you revise this section in the style
of academic writing?”) and content (e.g., “Can you come up with a
specific example for this?”) levels. However, we argue that the chat
interface is not the ultimate solution for tasks like this. As evidenced
by the influential Direct Manipulation vs. Agent debate [64] over
two decades ago, a direct manipulation interface offers several key
advantages over agents, including better transparency into the sys-
tem’s state, easier error handling, finer granularity of user control,
useful constraints to guide user actions, and more visible system
affordances. The design of VISAR incorporates these guidelines by
introducing a visual outline of the argumentation structure and
enabling object-level direct manipulation (selecting, dragging, ac-
tions) on both visual and text representations. In designing VISAR,
our goal is to retain the flexibility provided by LLMs while offering
users more control, constraints, and transparency to guide users
through the task.

The results of a controlled lab evaluation showed that users were
able to successfully use VISAR to assist with their argumentative
writing planning process. Participants found the various intelligent
features and interaction strategies in VISAR useful and expressed in-
terest in incorporating VISAR into their own argumentative writing
planning process.

In summary, this paper presents the following contributions:
• a new approach that uses visual programming and rapid
prototyping strategies to achieve effective collaboration be-
tween human writers and LLMs with adequate user control
and autonomy in the ideation and planning stages of argu-
mentative writing.

• VISAR, a writing assistance tool that implements this ap-
proach to support writers in argumentative writing tasks.

• a within-subjects user study with 12 participants that vali-
dated the usability and effectiveness of VISAR.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Writing Support Tools
The development of tools to support users in the writing process has
been a long-standing area of interest. On the commercial side, tools

for grammar and spelling check, like the built-in tool of Microsoft
Word and third-party tools (e.g., Grammarly3) predominantly ad-
dress language correctness without providing guidance on content.
Beyond grammar and spelling, tools like Ref-N-Write4 expand on
this by focusing on language style, helping users paraphrase their
writing to achieve more concise, professional, or academic expres-
sions. Ref-N-Write also offers practical suggestions for developing
research paper outlines and drafts, as well as providing diverse
inspirations for academic writing in various fields [46].

The incorporation of natural language generation (NLG) technol-
ogy into writing support tools has become increasingly prevalent in
recent years. Commercial platforms, such as the online AI-powered
Smodin5, assist users with rewriting and employ text generation
technology to produce essay outlines for different genres, including
argumentative and descriptive writing.

In the academic domain, extensive research has been conducted
on general writing support. For creative writing, Kreminski et al.
[35] investigated the need for writers, including maintaining nar-
rative consistency, developing plot structure, crafting reader ex-
periences, and refining expressive intent. To support human-AI
collaboration for creative writing (as opposed to argumentative
writing), Coenen and Ippolito et al. [14, 28] introduced Wordcraft,
a story-writing tool that rewrites, elaborates, or provides personal-
ized prompts for subsequent text. CoAuthor [39] is an interactive
writing tool that leveraged the GPT-3 model to offer writers ideas
for their next writing steps in both creative and argumentative
writing, while Chakrabarty et al. developed CoPoet [11], a collab-
orative poetry tool system based on LLMs that generates poetry
in response to user-provided text and customized prompts. Yang
et al. [82] explored interaction strategies used by human writers
to condense, revise, summarize, and regenerate AI-generated text
in fictional writing. The work of Singh et al. [65] explored a multi-
modal technique that visualizes story plots to support ideation in
creative writing. An empirical study [4] by Bhat et al. suggested
that when writers encounter next-phase suggestions from an LLM,
they take aid from them in multiple nuanced ways even if they do
not directly accept the suggestions.

For tools that support specific parts of the argumentative writing
process, Dang et al. [15] proposed a text editor that generates con-
tinuous text summaries alongside the main text, which was shown
useful in helping users revise the content and scope of their drafted
paragraphs. For final reflection and quality improvement, Wambs-
ganss et al. [73] introduced AL, an Argumentative writing support
system that provides feedback on argument quality by identifying
argument components (e.g., claims, premises, non-argumentative
elements) and recognizing argument relations. Xia et al. [81] pre-
sented Persua, which employs machine learning models to detect
components of argumentative writing and their relationships, and
provides example-based guidance on persuasive techniques to im-
prove persuasiveness of arguments. Wong et al. [80] developed a
tabletop system to promote argumentation in computer science
students. On the machine learning research side of augmenting the
argumentation capabilities of LLMs, Yang et al. [83] introduced Re3,

3https://www.grammarly.com/
4https://www.ref-n-write.com/
5https://smodin.io/
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a Recursive Reprompting and Revision framework for automati-
cally generating longer stories by iteratively creating new prompts
using intermediate information.

Our work with VISAR complements the existing literature by
focusing on interaction strategies and collaborative workflows for
human-AI collaboration in two crucial early stages of argumen-
tative writing: prewriting and planning. VISAR proposes a new
workflow that employs visual programming and rapid prototyping
methodologies to ensure user flexibility, autonomy, and control
within the established process of argumentative writing.

2.2 Human-AI Collaboration in Creative Work
Cognitive theory [34] models creative work as a four-stage process:
preparation, incubation, illumination, and evaluation. In addition,
creativity is said to involve two thinking modes: divergent and con-
vergent thinking [32, 51]. Divergent thinking is most commonly
associated with the process of generating original ideas and break-
ing away from conventional ways of thinking. Once a broad range
of ideas has been generated through divergent thinking, convergent
thinking can be used to evaluate, refine, and implement these ideas.

Recently, there are some works exploring to use AI models to
support people’s workflow of creative work [28, 35, 47]. Examples
include collaborative story writing tools such as TaleBrush [13],
which allows users to create stories with AI assistance through
sketching interactions, indicating different story stages such as
positive or negative events. TaleBrush primarily aids the planning
stage of writing, enabling writers to generate diverse story lines and
refine them iteratively. In a different context, Storybuddy [87] uses
question-answer generation (QAG) to create question-and-answer
pairs based on the context of a story, facilitating interactive story-
telling between parents and children. Similarly, Lee et al. [40] sug-
gested using AI to collaboratively rewrite stories for children and
parents, while Akoury et al. [1] presented STORIUM, an evaluation
platform that allows users to request language model suggestions
during story writing. In addition, CodeToon [67] is an AI-powered
story ideation and auto-comic generation tool that maps from code.

Applying AI to creative work presents unique challenges. Cre-
ative work requires more than just the spark of an idea—it must ex-
hibit originality and effectiveness [59] of the content creator. While
AI models, especially large language models, are good at producing
diverse and in-context content on the fly, ensuring the originality
and authenticity of their outputs is challenging. For example, gen-
erative AI models are known to have tendency to produce outputs
that deviate from reality, often referred to as “hallucination” [31].
Users must take responsibility for verifying the credibility of the
sources of the generated content. Additionally, the authorship of
AI-generated creative work might spark controversy as well [3].

Our work focuses on employing AI to streamline the initial
prewriting and planning stages of argumentative writing. The goal
is to inspire writers and generate early drafts that serve mainly to
enhance understanding and make sense of complex writing topics,
rather than incorporating AI-generated content in the final product
[21], a practice that could raise ethical concerns.

2.3 Prompting and Prompting Chain in LLMs
VISAR interacts with its underlying large language model (LLM)
through prompting [44]. Specifically, a new diagram, “pre-train,
prompt, and predict” [44], has recently been proposed. To achieve
better performance, diverse downstream tasks are reformulated
to resemble the type of task the model was originally trained on,
rather than adapting the model’s objective function to the down-
stream task. Hence, LLMs are often considered “general purpose”
pre-trained models.

To guide an LLM in generating results, various prompting strate-
gies can be employed [57]. Zero-shot prompting involves a question-
answer mechanism, while one-shot prompting provides one exam-
ple for the AI to base its output on. Few-shot prompting involves
providing the AI model with multiple examples, and role prompting
requires the AI to complete a task based on a given role rather than
examples or templates. Notably, Wei et al. [76] introduced the chain
of thought (CoT) to elicit reasoning from the model. This technique
enables models to break down complex, multi-step problems into
intermediate steps by offering a sequence of prompts that guide
them towards a final objective. Implementing CoT significantly en-
hances the performance of previous language models in reasoning
tasks previously considered “off-limits” for language models, even
achieving human-parity performance in some tasks [68].

Argumentative writing, as described in Section 3, can be de-
composed into several steps, such as proposing issues, claims, and
evidence. Importantly, writing is an iterative process that requires
writers to continuously refine their thoughts. This process bears a
resemblance to the concept of CoT. In fact, Yang et al. [83] demon-
strated that the 𝑅𝑒3 framework can generate longer stories with
a CoT approach that implements recursive reprompting and revi-
sion. In this paper, VISAR uses a human-in-the-loop prompt chain
approach for argumentative writing. By combining the strengths
of CoT and human expertise, our approach aims to enhance the
effectiveness of human-AI collaboration in argumentative writing.

3 BACKGROUND OF ARGUMENTATIVE
WRITING

Argumentative writing is a type of writing in which the writer
presents and supports a position on a controversial issue using
evidence and reasoning, with the goal of persuading the reader
to accept the viewpoint of the writer or take a specific action [5,
20, 48, 79]. This writing style relies on arguments as foundational
components, where each argument posits a statement on an issue,
substantiated with evidence and reasoning. Multiple arguments
can be used to build a larger argument or present a comprehensive
perspective on a subject.

Toulmin’s argument model [26] provides a framework for formu-
lating logical arguments. It consists of six components: claim (the
main point to be supported), data (evidence validating the claim),
warrant (the underlying assumption or rationale linking the data
to the claim), backing (supplementary evidence or reasoning sup-
porting the warrant and strengthening the argument), qualifier (a
statement limiting the claim’s scope or force), and rebuttal (coun-
terarguments or objections to the claim). This model underscores
the necessity of evidence and reasoning to reinforce claims while
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Figure 2: Four cognitive writing stages [19, 24] and how
VISAR’s features support them. VISAR primarily focuses
on prewriting and planning stages in argumentative writing.
VISAR also assists with rapid draft prototyping as a way to
facilitate more effective iterations in the previous two stages.

anticipating and addressing potential objections or counterargu-
ments. Grounded in theoretical argumentation models, argument
mining [37, 71] seeks to autonomously detect and extract the struc-
ture of inferential logic and reasoning articulated as arguments
in natural language. This technique aids in evaluating individuals’
stances and the underlying rationales they employ, helping writers
identify the structural and logical weakness in their arguments.
Informed by Toulmin’s model and argument mining works, VISAR
aims to prompt writers about how to strengthen arguments by
alerting them to potential counterarguments (rebuttals), supplying
supporting evidence (data, backing), and scrutinizing logical falla-
cies primarily related to claim, warrant, and qualifier. Compared
with traditional argument mining approaches, using LLM to inform
argument structure has advantages such as adaptability across var-
ious domains, obviating the requirement for dataset collection, and
enhanced accuracy in contextual comprehension.

Drawing on Toulmin’s model, VISAR aims to assist writers in
strengthening their arguments by alerting them to potential coun-
terarguments (rebuttals), providing supporting evidence (data, back-
ing), and examining logical fallacies, primarily concerning the claim,
warrant, and qualifier.

Argumentative writing can be categorized into two types based
on the direction of reasoning [6, 53, 54, 62]: deductive and inductive.
Inductive argumentation, a bottom-up approach, starts with specific
observations or instances and progresses toward broader general-
izations or theories. Inductive reasoning examples include scientific,
statistical, and analogical argumentation. Conversely, deductive ar-
gumentation, a top-down process, begins with general principles
or premises and proceeds to specific conclusions through logical
reasoning. This approach involves starting with an established the-
ory or hypothesis and using it to derive particular implications,
predictions, or conclusions.

VISAR focuses on facilitating deductive, top-down argu-
mentative writing. Compared to inductive arguments, deductive
arguments are more common in written communication [30]. In
situations such as decision making, problem solving, or expressing
opinions, the top-down strategy enables individuals to communi-
cate their ideas coherently and persuasively [30].

Theories of the writing process [19, 24] identify four primary
cognitive stages of the writing process: prewriting, planning, draft-
ing, and revising (Figure 2). VISAR primarily concentrates on

assisting writers during the prewriting and planning stages.
However, to support the iterative and non-linear nature of the
writing process, we also enable users to rapidly generate draft
prototypes, allowing them to review and revise their current out-
lines within a tangible writing context. In the prewriting stage
of deductive writing, writers gather information and brainstorm
hierarchical writing objectives, including high-level key aspects,
discussion points, and supporting evidence. This stage can generate
a high cognitive load, as writers must retrieve information and
sequentially elaborate their thought process. In the planning stage,
developing a hierarchical and logical structure for the argumenta-
tion outline can be challenging in deductive writing. Writers must
ensure that their premises logically lead to the intended conclusion
with necessary evidence and settlement of counterarguments, while
maintaining coherence and consistency throughout the planning.

Here, we define the key terms we use throughout this paper:
• Argument: A statement or group of statements called premises
intended to determine the degree of truth or acceptability of
another statement called a conclusion [29].

• Argumentation: A process of constructing, presenting, and
defending a position or claim through the use of logical
reasoning, evidence, and persuasive techniques [5].

• Writing goal: An intended outcome that a writer seeks to
achieve while composing an argumentative piece in order
to persuade audiences to accept the central claim [19].

• Key aspect: A primary theme or central concept that guides
the development and organization of argumentation to sup-
port the central claim from a particular perspective [19].

• Discussion point: A specific point or idea that supports the
central claim related to a particular theme [19].

• Counter argument: An opposing viewpoint or objection
that challenges the central claim, or position presented by
the writer [26].

• Evidence: Information, facts, data, or examples that support
the writer’s central claim or argument [26].

• Logical fallacy: The use of flawed or unsound reasoning in
the development of an argument, which may appear to be a
well-reasoned argument if unnoticed [5].

• Textual outline: A structured text-based framework that
organizes the writing components such as main ideas, ar-
guments, counterarguments, and supporting evidence. An
example is nested bullet points [43].

• Visual outline: A graphical representation of the structure
and organization of argumentation that highlight the logical
connections among components. Examples include mind
maps, flowcharts, and hierarchical diagrams [43].

4 VISAR SYSTEM
4.1 Design Goals
Our goal is to develop a human-AI collaborative system that fa-
cilitates writers in the hierarchical and iterative planning process
of argumentative writing. To inform our system design, we con-
ducted a semi-systematic literature review using method proposed
by Synder [66] to gain insights into (1) the cognitive processes of
argumentative writing, (2) the challenges faced by argumentative
writers, and (3) the capabilities and limitations of existing writing
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Figure 3: The interaction flow of hierarchical goal recommendation: (1) Users can select a range of text and click Elaborate to
invoke hierarchical goal recommendation; (2) VISAR proposes a set of possible key aspects, users can select key aspects that
they want to further explore; (3) VISAR proposes specific discussion points for each selected key aspect; (4) Users can review
and modify the the logical structure of the writing goals. By click Generate, users can use VISAR to implement the draft for the
current writing outline; (5) VISAR generates a prototype of the draft in the text editor.

assistance tools. Specifically, we first identified seminal and exten-
sively referenced works in the fields of cognitive writing theory,
argumentation theory, writing pedagogy theory and writing assis-
tance tools. This step helped us gain a fundamental understanding
of the aforementioned questions. Afterwards, we expanded our
inquiry to more recent works in those fields via keyword searches
and by tracing the citation networks from the key works recog-
nized in the preceding stage. This allowed us to assimilate recent
advancements in these domains as well as understand the persist-
ing challenges. Through the process of this literature review, we
identified four design goals that our system ought to achieve:

DG1: Accommodating the non-linear and hierarchical na-
ture of writing planning process. Rhetorical theories often con-
ceptualize writing as a goal-directed process, in which writers
must establish a hierarchical network of goals to guide their ef-
forts [19, 53]. In argumentative writing, these objectives involve
introducing the topic and main argument, elaborating on key points
and sub-arguments supporting the central argument, providing ev-
idence for the same, and addressing potential counterarguments.
However, users typically determine local goals only after engag-
ing in a hierarchical planning process that provides a concrete
context [45]. Furthermore, instead of following a linear process,
writers frequently revise goals or adjust their relationships as they
gain deeper understanding during the planning phase [23]. Due to

the hierarchical structure of planning, these revisions may cascade
and affect subordinate subgoals, making it difficult to maintain
coherence [17]. To address these characteristics, the system should
help writers construct a hierarchical sequence of writing goals
while concurrently aiding them in maintaining overall coherence
during goal revision.

DG2: Facilitating the ideation of writing plans. Writing
sometimes begins as a serendipitous experience. Writers may start
planning without a clear endpoint or a comprehensive understand-
ing of required components [17, 19]. Additionally, the writing plan-
ning process requires writers to quickly retrieve relevant informa-
tion from long-term memory in accordance with the current local
goal [19]. However, this information may be underdeveloped or
disorganized, which can lead to omissions [77]. In response, our
proposed system should provide writers with diverse options at
each ideation stage, inspiring possible subsequent writing goals
based on the existing context.

DG3: Scaffolding to enhance persuasiveness of users’ ar-
gumentation. Argumentative writing requires writers to justify
their arguments’ credibility through persuasive strategies (e.g., lo-
gos, ethos, pathos) and addressing counterarguments and logical
fallacies [5, 58]. However, maintaining persuasiveness can be chal-
lenging. Writers may be unfamiliar with persuasive strategies and
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common types of logical fallacy or struggle to select and imple-
ment suitable strategies for a specific context. Therefore, our system
should prompt writers with relevant persuasive strategies, highlight
potential logical fallacies, and present counterarguments tailored
to the specific local context in which the writers operate.

DG4: Facilitating users’ reflection and assessment of plans.
The planning and drafting stages are often intertwined in the writ-
ing process. As writers begin to draft, they may realize that some
aspects of their outline are incomplete or lack sufficient detail, possi-
bly due to missing evidence, weak arguments, or unclear transitions
between sections [19, 24]. Drafting allows writers to identify gaps,
return to the planning stage, and revise their outline accordingly
[17, 19]. It also enables writers to reassess ideas and restructure
their plan. However, transforming ideas from planning into a co-
herent, well-structured piece of writing can be time-consuming
and laborious. To alleviate these efforts, our system should support
users in reflecting on and evaluating their plans through automated
rapid draft prototyping.

4.2 Example scenario
In this section, we provide an illustrative example of how VISAR
operates in a practical context. Imagine that Alice needs to write an
argumentative essay supporting the statement “Universities should
require every student to take a variety of courses outside the student’s
field of study”. Unsure of the best structure and needing guidance
to create a persuasive argument, Alice decides to use VISAR to plan
and draft her essay.

Alice begins by entering the statement as her initial sentence
in VISAR (users may also choose to write more themselves before
seeking AI assistance). After highlighting the text and clicking the
Elaborate button (Figure 3-1), VISAR provides Alice with step-by-
step writing goal recommendations. First, it suggests key aspects
of the argument that Alice may consider, such as breadth of knowl-
edge, well-rounded education, career preparation, and development
of critical thinking skills. Alice selects well-rounded education and
career preparation for further exploration.

By clicking the Generate discussion points button (Figure 3-2),
VISAR generates potential points related to the two selected aspects.
For well-rounded education, it prompts Alice to consider the bene-
fits of exposure to diverse thinking styles and the opportunities for
lifelong learning and personal growth. For career preparation, VISAR
recommends addressing preparation for interdisciplinary jobs and
increased adaptability in a fast-changing job market. Alice selects
the points of lifelong learning and adaptability to the changing
market and clicks the Sketch Content button (Figure 3-3) to review
the current logical structure of her writing goals.

Alice then clicks the Generate button (Figure 3-4) to request
prototype drafts for each goal in her outline, which she can directly
edit. She also asks VISAR to generate alternative drafts for the
point on lifelong learning and personal growth and refines the draft
through conversation, providing further instructions.

To identify counterarguments, logical fallacies, and necessary
supporting evidence in her drafts, Alice uses VISAR’s Argumen-
tative Sparks feature. She selects the draft block and clicks the
Argumentative sparks button (Figure 4-1), which provides her with
likely counterarguments, potential logical fallacies, and suggestions

for supporting evidence. VISAR also enables Alice to view draft
implementations of counterarguments and supporting evidence,
along with revised drafts of original discussion points that address
logical weaknesses.

To generate a visual outline, Alice takes advantage of VISAR’s
visual programming feature. A visual outline of the current argu-
mentation outline is automatically generated, synchronized, and
displayed next to the text editor. Using the intuitive drag-and-drop
interface (Figure 1-B), she can add, edit, and rearrange goals within
her outline (Figure 5). For instance, Alice may want to include a
new key aspect, development of critical thinking skills, by creating a
new node and connecting it as a child of the main argument node.
As she modifies the visual outline, Alice can immediately view the
updated draft in a pop-up window and update dependent nodes and
goals in-situ. By activating the Lazy updatemode (Figure 1-D), Alice
can focus on editing the visual outline and update the entire draft
simultaneously by clicking the Generate text (x) button (Figure
1-F). Additionally, Alice can edit an argument or goal in the text
editor and incorporate it into the visual outline by clicking the Add
to graph button (Figure 3-1).

4.3 Key Features
This section introduces the key features of VISAR, as illustrated
in the example scenario. These features include hierarchical writ-
ing goal recommendation, synchronized text and visual planning,
argumentative sparks,and automatic draft prototyping.

4.3.1 Hierarchical writing goal recommendation. As noted in DG1
and DG2, writers often face challenges when generating a compre-
hensive set of potential goals at each planning level for their writing.
VISAR addresses this need by providing users with a step-by-step
goal recommendation process, allowing them to direct goal genera-
tion at each level. The design of VISAR facilitates the integration
of user-defined and AI-generated goals, promoting user autonomy.

Inspiring writer with step-by-step writing goal recommendation.
Theories of the writing process [19, 24] suggest that during the
planning phase of writing an article, writers typically begin by
brainstorming a wide range of relevant topics. They then identify
specific points to support the core argument related to the chosen
topics. To accommodate this process, VISAR prompts writers in
a “chain of thought” approach, allowing them to explore various
potential topics connected to their core argument. VISAR then
provides recommendations for specific discussion points that can
be further developed based on the selected topics.

To perform this step-by-step planning with an LLM, writers
can select the text containing the main argument. By clicking the
Elaborate button in the displayed menu (Figure 3-1), writers are
presented with a set of suggested potential aspects or topics that
can help substantiate the selected argument. Writers can review
and select topics for further exploration. When writers click the
Generate discussion point button (Figure 3-2), the system prepares
specific discussion points organized by the selected topics. Writers
can navigate these by clicking the corresponding tabs and select
discussion points to include in their outline (Figure 3-3). After
writers selected the points to discuss, VISAR will show the current
visual outline (see details in Section 4.3.2) for writers to review
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Figure 4: The interaction flow of argumentative sparks: (1) users can invoke argumentative sparks by clicking on a text block;
(2) users can select the specific spark type; (3) VISAR proposes counterarguments for the selected discussion point; (4) VISAR
identifies logical fallacies in the selected content; (5) VISAR recommends supporting evidences for the selected content.

Figure 5: Illustration of three types of manipulations on the visual outline

the outlining structure. Writers can also click the Generate button
(Figure 3-4) to produce a prototype write-up that implements this
outline (see details in Section 4.3.4).

Integration of user-defined goals with AI-generated goals. VISAR
allows writers to interweave their own defined goals with AI-
generated goals during the ideation process. Writers can enter
a goal description in the text editor, select the range, and click the
Add to graph button to insert a new node in the visual outline that
corresponds to the user-defined goal (see details in Section 4.3.2).
Writers can also create the node directly by clicking Add (+) but-
ton (Figure 1-F) and editing the node description. After adding the
node, writers can position it appropriately in the visual outline by
dragging (Figure 5). Writers can collaborate with the LLM to further

recursively elaborate their defined goals or any AI-generated dis-
cussion point by clicking the Elaborate button on the corresponding
text description.

4.3.2 Synchronized text and visual planning. As highlighted in DS4,
VISAR supports both text-based and visual-based writing planning,
catering to diverse planning strategies. This design combines the
benefits of “WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get)” direct-
ness with text editing and the flexibility and clarity of organizing
argumentation structure through visual programming.

Enabling interactive visual planning of writing. VISAR allows
users to plan their writing by constructing a hierarchical tree-based
outline on an interactive canvas that represents their writing outline.
This visual representation is similar to existing visual programming
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Figure 6: When the content of a node has changed, VISAR
prompts users to update all of its dependent nodes recur-
sively.

and online whiteboard tools such as Miro6. The nodes represent
individual components or discussion points in the outline. The di-
rected edges between nodes represent their relationships. Writers
can easily create, remove, or edit nodes and edges through direct
manipulation. In specific, VISAR supports five types of nodes:main
argument (default), key aspect, discussion point, counterargument
and supporting evidence and four types of edges: featured by (child is
a high-level topic/aspect regarding the parent), elaborated by (child
is a concrete discussion point regarding the parent), attacked by
(child is a counterargument that attacks the parent) and supported
by (child is an evidence/argument supporting the parent). The node
type will change accordingly as writers modify the edge type be-
tween it and its parent (Figure 5). Writers can edit the contents of
the nodes by clicking the Edit (v) button (Figure 1-C).

Integrating text- and visual-based planning. VISAR enables writ-
ers to plan their writing through the correspondence between text-
based and visual-based planning. Writers can initiate the writing
process with text-based approaches such as listing (with bullet
points) or freewriting, and integrate their arguments into a visual
graph by selecting text and clicking the Add to graph button (Figure
3-1). To facilitate the correspondence of components between two
representations, when an entity is selected in one representation,
VISAR highlights its counterpart in the other presentation. VISAR
also renders text blocks in the same color as their corresponding
nodes to reinforce the correspondence.

4.3.3 Argumentative sparks. As highlighted in DG3, VISAR aims
to provide scaffolding support for users to enhance the persuasive-
ness of their outlined argumentation. According to argumentation
theory [5], effective persuasive writing should comprehensively
address counterarguments that could potentially weaken the main
argument. Additionally, the writing should avoid logical fallacies
and incorporate a diverse range of supporting evidence to boost
credibility. Building on these points, we have provided VISAR’s
underlying LLM with a set of few-shot examples that enable VISAR

6https://miro.com/

to generate contextually relevant counterarguments, logical falla-
cies, and supporting evidence related to the current selected draft
sentence or bullet point (see details in Section 4.4.3).

Prompts for counterarguments. Writers can explore potential
counterarguments for a paragraph or discussion point by clicking
on the corresponding text block, selecting Argumentative sparks,
and then Counter arguments on the float menu. VISAR will display
a list of counterargument points generated by the LLM. Writers
can choose multiple counterarguments to include in their outline.
By clicking the Review and sketch button (Figure 4-3), they can add
the selected counterarguments to the visual outline and review
the current outline (Figure 3-4). Finally, when writers clicking the
Generate button, VISAR will produce a draft that describes the coun-
terargument points in detail and insert it into the draft after the
corresponding text block.

Prompts for logical fallacies. Similarly, writers can use VISAR
to identify potential logical fallacies of a discussion point in their
outline. To do that, they click on the text block, selectArgumentative
sparks, and then Logical weaknesses on the float menu (Figure 4-4).
VISAR will suggest a list of logical fallacies generated by the LLM
that may apply to the selected discussion point. For each suggestion,
VISAR also displays an explanation of how this fallacy may apply to
the paragraph. Writers can select the fallacies they want to address
and, by clicking the Address weaknesses button, VISAR will present
possible revision options for fixing the selected fallacies. Writers
can click the replace (M) button to update the draft accordingly.

Prompts for supporting evidence. VISAR can suggest supporting
evidence for a discussion point by adopting Aristotle’s four persua-
sive strategies [55]: ethos (persuade by sharing professional expe-
rience), pathos (persuade by arousing audience’s emotions), logos
(persuade by indicating facts or logical reasoning), and example (per-
suade by presenting concrete example). Details of suggestion gener-
ation are discussed in Section 4.4.3.Writers can explore the available
types of supporting evidence by clicking on the corresponding text
block and then selecting Argumentative sparks and Supporting evi-
dence. VISAR will present users with potential types of evidence, ac-
companied by descriptions in the context of the selected discussion
point.Writers can add the selected evidence types and review the up-
dated visual outline by clicking the Review and sketch button (Figure
4-5). Upon confirming the outline, they can click Generate to draft
prototype paragraphs that implement the selected evidence types.

4.3.4 Rapid draft prototyping. As emphasized inDG4, VISAR should
support users in quickly generating drafts, allowing them to reflect
upon, evaluate, and iteratively improve their current plan. VISAR
offers flexible draft generation timing, helps maintain consistency
among interdependent nodes, and assists in updating the draft.

Supporting different timing of prototyping. Writers may have
varying preferences on the timing of draft generation during the
planning process. Some writers might prefer to view the draft of an
individual component immediately upon its addition to the outline,
thereby enabling a direct assessment of its suitability. Conversely,
others may prefer to concentrate on constructing the outline and
initiate the draft generation process only after completion of the
entire outline. To accommodate this, VISAR supports flexible timing

https://miro.com/
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Figure 7: The interaction flow of text editing: (1) Users can edit the draft by clicking the corresponding text block; (2) Users can
select different editing strategies; (3) Users can ask VISAR to generate alternative drafts; (4) Users can provide VISAR with
flexible natural language instructions revising a specific part of the draft content.

of draft generation. With the Lazy update mode off (Figure 1-D),
users see the updated draft immediately after modifying the visual
outline. When the mode is on, users can edit the outline and click
the Generate text (x) button (Figure 1-F) to update drafts for all
components at once.

Maintaining consistency among interdependent components. The
writing components could be highly interdependent, which com-
plicates the maintenance of consistency. For example, if a writing
component has child dependents (e.g., counter argument, support-
ing evidence), modifying the component could cause inconsistency
between its new content and the original children. To address this,
VISAR allows writers to recursively update dependent children
components. In the update window (Figure 6), writers can nav-
igate between affected dependent components using � and �
buttons. Upon moving to a dependent component to be updated,
users can select a new topic from a recommended list and generate
the updated draft.

Flexible editing strategies on the draft. VISAR allows writers to
edit and update drafts using three strategies (Figure 7). They can
manually edit a block of text by clicking the Direct Edit option. In
addition, users can request VISAR to propose alternatives using
the See Alternative button. Writers can replace the old component
with an alternative (Figure 7-3) by clicking the Replace (M) option.
Lastly, the Refine With Instruction option allows users to interact

with VISAR in a ChatGPT-like conversational interface (Figure 7-4),
where writers can provide flexible instructions to refine the selected
component. Writers can engage in multiple iterations of edits to
refine the draft to their satisfaction.

4.4 Implementation
4.4.1 Web application. The interactive Web app of VISAR is im-
plemented in React. Specifically, the text editor is constructed with
Lexical7, which models and organizes the editor’s content into a
hierarchical structure comprising nodes. We designed custom node
classes for each type of writing component supported by VISAR (i.e.,
key aspects, discussion points, counterarguments, and evidence).
The back-end server uses the Flask framework8 for communication
with the LLM and accessing a MongoDB9 database.

4.4.2 Writing goal recommendation. VISAR used OpenAI’s API
(GPT-3.5-turbo10) to recommendwriting goals. The detailed prompt
templates are shown in the Appendix. Specifically, the model is first
prompted to play the role of “a helpful writing assistant that aims
to help writers come up with high level aspects or topics that they
can think of to support their argument”. As users select arguments
and click the Elaborate button to obtain inspiration for key aspects,

7https://lexical.dev/
8https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/2.2.x/
9https://www.mongodb.com/
10https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5

https://lexical.dev/
https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/2.2.x/
https://www.mongodb.com/
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5
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we prompt the model with "Please list key aspects that are worth
discussing to support the argument: [selected argument]." We also
provide the model with several examples in the prompt, which
inform it of the desired output format (i.e., a numbered list).

Similarly, to elicit discussion points regarding a key aspect of an
argument, we direct the model to adopt the role of “a helpful writing
assistant that aims to come up with pertinent discussion points based
on a specified aspect to reinforce the given argument”. We supply the
model with several examples and prompt: “List key discussion points
worth including in the discussion to support argument [selected argu-
ment] from the aspect of [selected aspect]”. This prompt is executed
for each selected aspect. In practice, we discovered that employ-
ing a “chain of thought” strategy (initially considering aspects and
subsequently generating discussion points based on the selected
aspects) allows the model to produce more detailed and relevant
discussion points. This observation confirms the findings of pre-
vious studies [61, 76] that prompting LLMs to undertake explicit
intermediate steps enhances their problem-solving and reasoning
capabilities.

4.4.3 Argumentative spark generation. VISAR leverages the GPT
3.5 model to create argumentative sparks11. Instead of relying solely
on the model’s zero-shot capabilities, we supply it with several ex-
amples of each type of argumentative spark (counterargument,
logical fallacy, and supporting evidence) in the prompts. These
examples are based on proven methods for identifying counterar-
guments or taxonomies of logical fallacies and supporting evidence
from argumentation theory, ensuring that the generated sparks
are consistent with established principles of argumentation. We
found that, when we provide the model with a few examples, it can
proficiently consider a wide range of categories, even if the model
is not explicitly shown all of these categories. The detailed example
and prompts can be found in the Appendix.

Counterargument generation. Prior research in argumentation
theory [5, 70] suggests various strategies for opposing an argument,
such as attacking the premise, warrant and backing component of
the argument, or raising an alternative explanation for a phenom-
enon. We familiarize the model with the strategies summarized
by Blair [5] by providing it with several examples mentioned in
the Blair’s work. Specifically, we inform the model about the ap-
plicable counterargument types and their application to particular
arguments in the examples. When writers click the Counterargu-
ment button on a selected argument, we prompt the model to act
as a “helpful writing assistant specializing in argumentative essay
tutoring and generating counterarguments for the given statement”,
then enter the following prompt: “Here are several examples of how
to raise counterarguments for an argument: [examples]. Please list
potential counterarguments that can challenge the argument [selected
argument]”.

Logical fallacy generation. To identify logical fallacies in a dis-
cussion point, we use the taxonomy of logical fallacies summarized
by argumentation theories [5, 16] and guide the model to identify
which fallacy types may apply. During inference, we first prompt
the model to play a role as “a helpful writing assistant focusing on
argumentative essay tutoring and trying to suggest logical weaknesses
11See prompt templates in Appendix

in the given statement”, and then input the prompt: “Here are several
examples of demonstrating how to find logical weaknesses for an
argumentation: [examples]. Please list potential logical weaknesses in
the argument [selected argument]”.

Supporting evidence generation. We introduce the model to to
Aristotle’s four persuasive strategies [55] (ethos, pathos logos, and
example) for generating supporting evidence for a selected argu-
ment. Specifically, we first ask the model to play a role as “a helpful
writing assistant focusing on argumentative essay tutoring and try-
ing to suggest supporting evidence types in the given statement”.
During inference, we prompt the model: “Please list potential sup-
porting evidences that can back the argument: [selected argument].
You can think from the following aspects: sharing professional expe-
rience (ethos), arousing audience’s emotion (pathos), providing facts
and strict logical reasoning (logos) and presenting concrete practical
examples (example)”.

4.4.4 Draft generation. We utilize the model to generate prototype
drafts that implement writers’ argumentation plans. The prompt
templates for creating each specific writing component, as well as
for revision and refinement, are detailed in the Appendix (Table 2).
When awriting component has a parent node in the plan, we include
the parent’s content as context to improve coherence between the
two elements.

5 USER STUDY
We conducted a lab user study12 with 12 participants to evaluate
the usability, effectiveness, and usefulness of VISAR. The study
aims to answer the following questions:

• RQ1: Can users successfully plan argumentative writing
using VISAR?

• RQ2: How useful is VISAR in facilitating the ideation, orga-
nization, and revision of users’ writing planning?

• RQ3:What challenges do users encounterwhen using VISAR
to plan their writing?

5.1 Participants
We recruited 12 participants from a private R1 university in the
United States. The participant group comprised 1 sophomore, 3
juniors, 4 seniors, and 4 graduate students. 4 participants identified
themselves as intermediate writers (having some experience but
still honing their skills), 7 as advanced writers (with significant
experience and confidence in their abilities), and 1 as an expert
writer (having extensive experience and a high level of skill). We
anticipated that most, if not all, of our participants would be pro-
ficient writers. It is important to note that the average incoming
freshman at this institution scores in the 96th percentile in the
Evidence-Based Reading and Writing (EBRW) section of the SAT
test, and all students complete two semesters of Writing & Rhetoric
in their first year. All participants were proficient in English, and 8
were native English speakers. Each participant received a $30 USD
compensation for their time.

Regarding their experience with AI-supported writing tools, 8
participants had used AI tools for grammar and spelling assistance,
7 for writing prompt or idea suggestions, 5 for refining writing
12The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the IRB at our institution.
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styles or tones, 6 for polishing content or language, and 1 for plagia-
rism detection. In terms of their familiarity with writing planning
methods, 2 were familiar with mind maps and 11 were familiar with
outline sketches. All 12 participants had previously used genera-
tive AI tools (such as ChatGPT) to support their work in various
scenarios, including brainstorming outline and ideas, refining the
language, summarizing text, and generating code snippets.

When asked about the challenges they commonly face in plan-
ning argumentative writing, 7 participants reported having previ-
ously experienced difficulties in generating ideas, 9 in organizing
ideas and information logically, 3 in developing counterarguments,
and 4 in making their arguments more persuasive.

5.2 Study Design
Each study session, lasting approximately 90 minutes, was con-
ducted in-person at a usability lab. The study used a within-subjects
design, where the participants experienced three conditions dur-
ing three 25-minute argumentative writing planning sessions. The
study procedure is detailed in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.1 Tasks. To design a representative domain-general task for
argumentative writing, we adopted the Issue Essay task from the
Graduate Record Examinations (GRE)13 for our study. This task
necessitates that writers create an argumentative essay exhibiting
critical thinking while clearly expressing their thoughts on a given
topic that can be approached from various perspectives and applied
to multiple situations and conditions. In our study, we selected
three topics from the GRE’s issue writing sample pool14. Our se-
lection criteria stipulated that the topic should not require expert
knowledge and must have an appropriate scope, allowing writers to
generate specific points from different aspects within a limited time
frame. The selected topics and the corresponding task descriptions
are provided in Appendix. Users encountered a different topic in
each writing session, during which they were asked to use the sys-
tem corresponding to the current condition to create an outline for
the argumentative essay and draft as much of the essay as possible.
The order in which the participants addressed the three writing
topics was randomized.

5.2.2 Conditions. The study incorporated the following three con-
ditions:

• Baseline: A plain text editor without AI support.
• GPT Playground: A text editor resembling OpenAI Play-
ground15 that allowed users to input prompts and select text
for the LLM (GPT-3.5-turbo was used, the same as VISAR)
to generate a response. The model’s output was appended
to the participants’ prompt in place.

• VISAR: A full version of VISAR featuring visual program-
ming, step-by-step ideation support, argumentative sparks,
and rapid draft prototyping capabilities.

We used a Latin square experimental design [60] to ensure a
balanced sequence of task topics and conditions for each study
session.

13https://www.ets.org/gre/test-takers/general-test/prepare/content/analytical-
writing/issue.html
14http://words.gregmat.com/greessay.html
15https://platform.openai.com/playground

5.2.3 Study procedure. At the beginning of each study session,
the experimenters collected informed consent and demographic
information from the participants. The study coordinators then pro-
vided a high-level introduction of the writing tasks (as described in
Section 5.2.1). Each participant completed three writing sessions,
each session comprising a 5-7 minute tutorial and a 20-minute writ-
ing planning task. The tutorial explained the key features of the
tool associated with the current condition. The task sessions were
independent of each other, which means that the output created in
each condition was not carried over to subsequent conditions. After
the participants completed the three writing sessions, they com-
pleted a post-study questionnaire, which mainly assessed usability,
usefulness, and enjoyment of VISAR system. The study ended with
a 10-minute semi-structured interview, during which the exper-
imenter asked questions to understand the rationale behind the
participants’ observed behaviors, tool usage, and reflections on their
experiences with the tools. The purpose of the semi-structured in-
terview was to explore participants’ overall experiences, and to
elicit their specific feedback on VISAR features, final draft quality,
improvement suggestions, and potential benefits from the system.

5.3 Result
5.3.1 Post-study Questionnaire. Figure 8 summarizes the results
of the post-study questionnaire of 12 participants. In general, the
participants found that VISAR was more effective in helping them
generate argumentative elements, organize these elements into
outlines, and validate the outlines compared to the GPT Playground
and baseline conditions. The participants also expressed confidence
in the quality of outlines produced using VISAR and considered the
system easy to learn and enjoyable to use.

Although VISAR did not score as high as the other two conditions
on “easy to use” and “learn to use quickly” due to the many new
features added, our participants still considered it generally easy to
use.

5.3.2 Post-study interview. Following established open-coding pro-
tocols [8, 38], two study team members first performed a round
of independent qualitative coding of interview transcripts. After-
ward, they had a discussion to achieve agreement and created a
consolidated codebook. Using this codebook, a thematic analysis
was performed to uncover emerging topics from the interview. The
entire research team collectively reviewed the coding outcomes to
identify high-level themes. We report the following key findings:

KF1: Assistance for hierarchical ideation aids users in developing
structured outlines. The participants found the hierarchical goal
recommendations provided by VISAR useful to help them explore
and develop structured outlines. The participants found that VISAR
could “give us (them) more points than we (they) would have thought
about” (P3), allowing them to “realize the missing thinking aspects
and efficiently explore extensive possible directions by a few clicking”
(P9). In addition, some participants found that the ideation assis-
tance process of VISAR aligned well with their natural thinking
process. For example, P7 said “it was kind like what I did in my
own writing, creating opening sentence and then thinking of concrete
aspects and examples to support my argument step by step. It was like
compile whatever the thing was and gave me some options at each

https://www.ets.org/gre/test-takers/general-test/prepare/content/analytical-writing/issue.html
https://www.ets.org/gre/test-takers/general-test/prepare/content/analytical-writing/issue.html
http://words.gregmat.com/greessay.html
https://platform.openai.com/playground
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Baseline GPT Playground VISAR

Enjoyment

Learn to use quickly

Easy to use

Confidence about the
final quality of outlines

Effective in helping people plan and
brainstorm argumentative writing

Effective in coming up with
argumentative elements

Effective in organizing these elements
and thoughts and propose an outline

Effective in validating and
evaluating the outlines

Figure 8: Results from the post-study questionnaire comparing user ratings of three conditions

thinking step, except through guided by machines”. Confronted with
this familiar AI-guided ideation process, the participants could “re-
flect and reassure their own thinking” (P2), “articulate their thoughts”
(P8) and “better understand their own arguments” (P8).

However, some participants worried that this ideation assistance
could “deprive our (their) control of the writing directions” (P7) and
make them “less creative and initiative in thinking about the writing”
(P9). Besides, this hierarchical assistance is limited to help on the
non-linear ideation part of the planning. For example, P4 found that
“this assistance did not help me (her) understand how I (she) could
link or compare two aspects included in my (her) outline”.

KF2: The synchronized text and visual views provide complemen-
tary assistance for writing planning. All participants reported that
text and visual editors helped their writing planning in different
ways, and the color coding of text and node helped them easily
correspond the two modalities. The visual editor helped them un-
derstand the clear logical structure of their outline and draft, as
P12 said, “it is pretty useful because when we (they) want to write
like a good argumentative essay, we (they) wanted to be logically
clear”. Also, the visual editor eased their work to edit and organize
their outline. For example, P11 said “we may keep adjusting the
outline like making your argument followed by an example or led by
another counter argument, without this tool (visual editor), it will be
pretty hard for us to logically put plenty of arguments together”. In
addition, visual editor could also help them quickly “navigate to a
concrete part of outline” (P3) and “find the missing part” (P7). The
participants also found the visual editor useful for supporting their
“two-stage cognitive process including planning and reviewing” (P1),
where they first “draft and think how things can go hierarchically
and then see whether I (they) can add more nodes or move a node that
should be fit better under another category” (P4).

On the other hand, the participants found the text editor to be
helpful and easy to use for reviewing and modifying the concrete
draft of a discussion point after deciding on its position in the
outline. For example, P2 said “I feel like this argument should go off
this branch and then it would just like make sense to do it from the
tree part versus doing it from the editor and then I went on the (text)
editor once I like made that first initial branch and saw okay this is
where it’s gone and then I was able to edit from there”. Compared
to the visual editor, the text editor provided the participants with

specific contexts so that they can better “validate the cohesiveness
of their arguments” (P5). Besides, some participants preferred to use
the text editor for outline sketching because “it aligns with what I
(they) normally did as drafting an essay” (P7).

KF3: Argumentative sparks help users strengthen their writing.
The participants found that the argumentative spark features help
them enhance the persuasiveness of their writing. Specifically, these
argumentative sparks help them identify opportunities to improve
a particular argument. For example, P6 said “It was really cool to
see like you can generate counter arguments for this section, because
I feel like I wasn’t focusing enough on counter arguments. So that is
helpful to look at like potential logical fallacies”. Besides, the par-
ticipants reported that the recommendations of counterarguments
and evidences were helpful for them to improve the objectivity of
their draft and articulate their thoughts. For example, P8 said “I
feel like it’s very helpful, especially in like an argumentative writing
setting, because it remains relatively objective when it talks about
things. Yeah, especially useful when you have an idea in mind that
you don’t really know how to articulate it”.

However, the participants also found that the argumentative
sparks were sometimes not sufficiently concrete. For example, P3
said “I think the only issue I I was coming up, I asked for supporting
evidence for one of my points. And instead of giving me like supporting
evidence, the only thing that the the bubble button said was one
possible evidence showing that there is scientific research to prove that
this is right. So it didn’t really tell me what the scientific research was
if that makes sense. So it didn’t give me the point, it just won’t be
worth a point.”.

KF4: Draft prototyping helps users improve plans but it cannot be
used directly in the final product. Most of the participants thought
that the rapid prototype feature could help them understand and
improve their planning within a concrete context, although the
generated draft tended to suffer from issues such as robotic tones,
repeating content, poor transition, and monotonous language style
across different generations. An important benefit mentioned by
many participants was that the draft prototyping allowed them
to preview what the implementations of their plans could look
like as they developed the plan. This helped the participants go
back to the planning stage to expand their thought and come up
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with more specific points, which was otherwise difficult to achieve
at the high-level planning stage. For example, P5 said “I initially
started with like really basic things. Then I expanded them a little
bit more when I saw those generations, because it reminded me of
some more specific responses and more detailed evidences that I didn’t
think of when drafting the outline. I think it was pretty key, pretty
important”. Besides, the participants thought that this feature could
dramatically save their effort and time in creating a prototype draft
to validate their ideas and support further revision. For example,
P11 said “Overall, while I may be picky about how things are phrased,
I like being able to directly edit on the rough draft like it, based on how
I think ultimately is best. That may be more helpful and saves time
to write like three sentences versus doing it on my own. It takes me to
think directly about how to phrase those three sentences and improve
my arguments”. The automatic prototyping also acts as a “milestone”
that provided the participants with a sense of achievement, as P6
commented, “It kind of made you feel like you made a lot of press.
you’re like, I only have like four nodes, but here’s a whole starting
essay”.

Challenges, suggestions and additional application scenarios. The
participants faced usability challenges related to interaction and
display. For instance, P5 and P8 reported difficulties connecting two
nodes in the visual editor due to the small size of the connection
handles. Additionally, the initial position of the AI-generated nodes
and the space between them were sometimes problematic (P3, P5)
due to an implementation bug, particularly when participants in-
corporated a large number of AI-recommended options into their
plan simultaneously. Moreover, the participants observed that the
order of the paragraphs in the draft sometime fails to update when
they adjusted the order of the corresponding visual nodes (P5, P10).

In addition to interaction challenges, the participants noted that
VISAR had a steeper learning curve compared to the systems under
the other two conditions because they had to learn how to use the
new features. In some cases, the use of VISAR may also increase
their cognitive load, as they had to “read the long generated draft
to make sure it aligns with my (their) intent” (P3).

The participants offered valuable recommendations to improve
and expand the current system. P9 proposed adding a feature to gen-
erate visual mind maps from users’ existing drafts, assisting users
in analyzing their draft’s logical structure. P1 suggested extending
the use of argumentative sparks to entire outlines (in addition to
individual discussion points) to improve overall persuasiveness.
P3 recommended that VISAR include citations for the suggested
supporting evidence, which would require technological advances
in LLMs. Lastly, P6 believed that VISAR should offer more intuitive
controls, such as allowing users to drag paragraphs to reorder them
and update the visual mind map accordingly.

Regarding potential application scenarios for VISAR beyond ar-
gumentative writing planning, many participants suggested that
VISAR could assist with brainstorming and organizing ideas for
lighter writing tasks that require quick and logical drafts. Addition-
ally, P10 mentioned that VISAR could be used during the revision
stage to facilitate critical evaluations of drafts by providing argu-
mentative sparks. However, some participants expressed caution
about using VISAR’s output directly in writing for more serious
purposes, such as semester papers (P1) or personal statements (P9),
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Figure 9: Average expert scores on each evaluative dimension
across varying conditions.

due to ethical concerns about plagiarism and authorship (P6), and
doubts about VISAR’s ability to accurately represent their personal
experiences and knowledge (P8).

5.3.3 External Evaluation of Participants’ Drafts. While our main
focus was on the prewriting and planning phases of argumentative
writing, we also investigated the quality and characteristics of the
drafts generated by our participants. It’s important to note that
participants were not required to complete a full draft on their
assigned topic in each condition; their primary task was to form a
robust outline (as discussed in Section 5.2.1). Yet, evaluating and
comparing the quality of these provisional drafts across different
conditions can offer insights into the advantages and potential
problems of transitioning from plans to drafts with each interface.

We have two experts in argumentative writing evaluate the qual-
ity of each draft collected in our studies. Both experts were Writing
& Rhetoric instructors at a private U.S. university with extensive
professional experience in practicing, teaching, and assessing argu-
mentative writing.

The expert evaluators were given a set of assessment criteria
adapted from the official GRE website16, Re3 [83] and Adaptive
Learning system [73], where they rated each submission on the
following six dimensions on a scale of 1 to 10. They also provided
short feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of each outline.
During the evaluation process, the evaluators were unaware of the
conditions under which the drafts were produced. The evaluative
dimensions were shown below:

(1) Coherence and Relevance: identify aspects of the argument
that are pertinent to the assigned task and examine them
with insightful analysis.

(2) Logical organization: develop ideas and arrange them in a
logical sequence that supports the overall argument.

(3) Compelling and thorough evidence: present strong, compre-
hensive evidence that substantiates the arguments made.

(4) Persuasiveness: evaluate the effectiveness of the argument
in persuading the target audience.

(5) Consistency: ensure that the argument is factually consistent
and free of contradictory details.

16https://www.ets.org/gre/test-takers/general-test/prepare/content/analytical-
writing/scoring.html#accordion-06cf390d3c-item-60c4f150ea

https://www.ets.org/gre/test-takers/general-test/prepare/content/analytical-writing/scoring.html#accordion-06cf390d3c-item-60c4f150ea
https://www.ets.org/gre/test-takers/general-test/prepare/content/analytical-writing/scoring.html#accordion-06cf390d3c-item-60c4f150ea
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(6) Clarity: assess whether the argument is easily understand-
able and presented with clear language and structure.

5.3.4 Quantitative Results. A summary of the ratings on each eval-
uative dimension across conditions is shown in Figure 9. The scores
indicated that though drafts from VISAR condition have passing
quality, they still fall short from excellence.

In particular, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA was con-
ducted to investigate the influence of three conditions on the six
measures. Our findings revealed a significant main effect on the
score of Logic & Organization from the use of VISAR (𝐹2,46 =

6.36, 𝑝 < .01). Post-hoc pairwise t-tests revealed that the score on
Logic & Organization of VISAR (𝑀 = 5.2) is significantly lower
than both the baseline (𝑀 = 6.9, 𝑝 = .02) and GPT playground
(𝑀 = 6.8, 𝑝 < .01). The difference between the baseline and GPT
playground was not found to be statistically significant. We found
no significant difference among ratings on all other dimensions
among the conditions.

5.3.5 Qualitative Results. To understand the characteristics of drafts
produced in each condition, two researchers conducted qualitative
coding [50] on evaluators’ open-ended comments on the drafts.
Specifically, each researcher independently annotated expert com-
ments using either vivo codes or self-defined codes. Then they
sat together to discuss, came to a consensus on changes to the
codebook, and relabeled comments independently using the newly
formed unified code book. The Cohen’s kappa score between the
coding results from the two researchers in the second round was
0.66, indicating substantial agreement [36].

In terms of strengths and weaknesses, evaluators found that
user-written drafts from baseline condition tends to have clear and
cogent main arguments. They usually contained logical and coher-
ent argumentation structures and “there is a clear clue how the draft
was expanded from and follows the outline”. However, those drafts
tends to lack details such as specific examples, supporting evidences
or counterarguments, which could cause “the argumentation stays
on a surface level”.

In the case of the GPT Playground condition, evaluators observed
that these drafts were filled with a large number of details that gave
the arguments an appearance of solidity. However, they also noted
that such drafts could be poorly structured, having an unclear main
argument (or even contradictory arguments) and an unsatisfac-
tory flow of reasoning. In addition, some examples and evidence
provided in the drafts did not adequately support the immediate
arguments, causing the argumentation to veer off topic and become
disjointed in certain instances. This could be partly attributed to
participants frequently invoking “auto completion” to understand
how an outline item could be expanded. Due to time constraints,
they often exerted minimal effort to modify the generated content,
reorganize the flow, or remove unsuitable completions.

Finally, evaluators found that the drafts from the VISAR con-
dition were abundant in specific content drawn from a variety of
perspectives and at different depth levels. However, they noted these
drafts often suffered from issues like repetitive or self-conflicting

content, and unclear transitions and relationships between para-
graphs and sentences. For example, evaluator reported issues like
“The product felt like a series of mini-essays collated together without
any transitions or framing. This makes it difficult to remember the
writer’s main argument and affects the essay’s overall effectiveness”.
Nonetheless, evaluators thought that some of these drafts “have
great potential of becoming a compelling essay if authors organize
the content in a better way”.

These qualitative findings suggest that while a generative AI
model can aid in creating draft and enable writers to anticipate
how the outlines may unfold, humans still need to supervise the
progression from plan to draft. It is essential to ensure that transi-
tions and logical relationships between writing elements are valid
and clear. A major limitation of the current VISAR system is that it
does not sufficiently consider the high-level context of the article
when generating content. Future AI-augmented writing systems
could incorporate external memory repositories17 (e.g. vector data-
base) or more effective prompting strategies (e.g. self-reflection [63]
or tree-of-thoughts [84]) to enhance the coherence and relevance
among the generated content.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Interaction Modalities and Strategies for

Collaborating with LLMs
The “default” modality for interacting with LLMs is through natural
language conversations (e.g., ChatGPT). However, this mode of
interaction poses challenges to human-AI collaboration and limits
the potential applications of LLMs. From the perspective of the AI
model, models encounter difficulties in accessing the specific task
context and user behavior history, which are often disconnected
from the conversational context, making it difficult to understand
the implicit task specifications and user intent [7, 41, 42]. This can
result in inaccurate or irrelevant responses to user requests.

On the user side, unlike using cognitively friendly tools such as
visual diagramming, users may have trouble expressing their intent
or needs in textual form [78] because the interaction is “too open”
without many indicators for the possible actions at the current
state, the system’s capabilities, and the most useful types of input
to provide for the system. Furthermore, users must transition to
a conversational environment to interact with LLMs, potentially
imposing additional cognitive load. These challenges can be partic-
ularly significant in complex real-life scenarios where tasks may
have multiple sub-parts and users utilize different tools or modules
to address them.

VISAR addresses these challenges by simultaneously enabling di-
rect manipulation and conversational agent interfaces across differ-
ent modalities, allowing users to interact with AI models in a modal-
ity that best supports their current task in a unified workspace [64].
For instance, direct manipulation, as an interaction modality, offers
advantages such as intuitiveness, implicit representation of intent,
awareness of the interaction context, and low cognitive load [27].
Therefore, we employ it as an interaction strategy for tasks where
users might otherwise encounter difficulties in articulating their
needs and corresponding context (e.g., argumentative sparks and
17For example, we can incorporate external memory using LLM application framework
like LangChain: https://python.langchain.com/docs/modules/memory/

https://python.langchain.com/docs/modules/memory/
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hierarchical goal recommendation). Moreover, we use direct ma-
nipulation to facilitate user interaction with AI models in visual
outlines, following the implications and recommendations of pre-
vious work [81, 86]. Conversely, we employ conversational agent
interfaces to enable users to explicitly convey and incrementally
refine their requirements for draft generation (e.g., refining with
instruction, addressing logical fallacies), where users need more
flexibility and expressiveness that are difficult to provide in a direct
manipulation environment. But in such scenarios, the availability
of concrete drafts allow users to refer to them in their natural lan-
guage instructions, alleviating the challenges in the lack of context
when the user interacts with a conversational interface in earlier
stages of the process.

6.2 Generative AI for Rapid Prototyping in
Creative Tasks

Creative tasks often involve a non-linear process for generating
new ideas and transforming them into tangible results. Based on
the cognitive theory of creativity, the process includes key stages
such as preparation, illumination, evaluation, and implementation
[34]. Individuals may cycle through these stages repeatedly, revisit-
ing earlier phases to refine and iterate their ideas. Rapidly drafting
prototypes throughout this process can be beneficial, as it allows
individuals to reflect on their concepts, gain a clearer understand-
ing of their alignment with the ultimate goal, and draw inspiration
from the surrounding context. However, prototyping can be time
consuming and labor intensive, as discussed earlier regarding argu-
mentative writing.

Generative AI models have the potential to enhance the creative
process with their ability to rapidly generate parallel prototypes.
For example, VISAR shows the feasibility and value of quickly pro-
ducing drafts based on argumentative outlines. These drafts offer
a tangible intermediate representation for both humans and mod-
els to understand the writing context, enabling models to assist
individuals in evaluating their existing ideas, clarifying ambigui-
ties in human-AI communication, and identifying potential gaps in
the working scenario. The writers can create and organize differ-
ent parallel argumentation plans using the visual outline feature,
generate concrete drafts that implement these outlines with little
effort, and compare the drafts in order to understand the strengths
and weaknesses of different argumentation plans and iteratively
improve them.

However, the use of generative AI during the prototyping stage
of creative projects may present challenges. One concern is that
when humans do not create the prototypes themselves, they may
need to invest extra effort to review and understand the generated
content. As P3 noted, they had to read the lengthy draft to ensure it
aligned with their original intent. Additionally, machine-generated
prototypes could unintentionally introduce bias or constrain users’
“blue sky” creative thinking, highlighting research opportunities to
better enable users to explore a wide range of potential ideas and
integrate their own insights into the drafting process.

6.3 Visual Programming for Bridging User
Workflow and Model Thought Process

Visual programming interfaces have proven effective in facilitating
userworkflow across various application domains (e.g. collaborative
work [69, 74], task planning [25], interactive learning [9]), helping
to clarify relationships and dependencies between concepts and en-
abling users to understand and navigate complex information [52].
Visual representations also allow users to see the big picture, iden-
tify patterns, connections, and gaps in their ideas, which enhance
brainstorming, problem-solving, and decision-making.

VISAR demonstrates the promise of integrating user workflow
with LLM’s thought process features within a visual programming
interface. Users can create organized writing outlines by defining
goals and their connections at different abstraction levels using
visual representations of arguments, discussion points, and evi-
dence, as well as the relationships among them. Simultaneously, by
addressing and implementing these goals in a top-down sequence,
the model can follow each logical step proposed by the user, pro-
gressively building an understanding of the current writing context.
This enables the model to generate content that aligns with the
abstraction levels of the user’s thought process.

6.4 Ethical Considerations for AI Writing
Assistance

While generative AI models have been found useful many subtasks
of the writing process, designers of human-AI collaborative writing
tools must carefully consider ethical concerns. First, models could
introduce bias, stereotypes, and misinformation [7, 22], resulting in
factually flawed or prejudiced outcomes. Furthermore, models may
unintentionally generate content that closely resembles or repro-
duces existing sources from their training data, raising concerns
about plagiarism or copyright infringement, even if the user is not
intentionally copying from existing works. Additionally, directly
incorporating AI-generated content into one’s writing could call
into question the writer’s intellectual integrity and authorship of
the written product.

VISAR addresses these potential ethical concerns by primarily
using generative AI models to assist writers during the prewriting
and planning stages, generating early prototypes only for sensemak-
ing and comprehension purposes. The design of VISAR emphasizes
user control and autonomy, ensuring that the human writer takes
the lead in key creative aspects of the writing process. To better
mitigate the biases and stereotypes in generated contents, future
work can be done to combine LLM’s capability of self-critique and
reflection [12, 63] with external strategies such as augmenting LLM
prompts with relevant factual knowledge from credible sources like
Wikipedia, red flagging potential bias using independent bias detec-
tion model [56], and pre-emptively informing users about potential
biases in model-generated contents.

To further address the ethical concerns associated with gen-
erative AI models, it is essential to establish guidelines and best
practices for their use in creative work. This may include trans-
parently revealing the use of AI-generated content, encouraging
critical assessment of AI-generated suggestions, and implementing
strategies to identify and mitigate biases in output. The new human-
AI collaborative writing paradigm introduced by VISAR opens up
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new challenges and opportunities regarding these aspects, which
we would love to further investigate with the rest of the research
community as future work.

7 LIMITATION & FUTUREWORK
The current version of VISAR has several technical constraints. First,
the fixed prompt templates used for drafting, recommendation, and
argumentative sparks generation could be sub-optimal, potentially
yielding similarmodel responses despite distinct input contexts (e.g.,
analogous language styles across various generations). Second, as
P7 pointed out, the system currently does not account for transitions
between generated discussion points in prototype drafts, whichmay
result in reduced cohesiveness in full drafts of prototypes. Third,
the system supports only a limited range of argument and relation
types, lacking support for certain specific argument components,
such aswarrants and qualifiers, and specific styles of argumentation,
such as bottom-up deductive argumentation [26]. Lastly, our system
can only support top-down tree-structured argumentation so far,
however, argumentation could have more complex structures such
as directed graph.

In addition to VISAR’s implementation limitations, the GPT 3.5
model used in VISAR may also generate factual inaccuracies, in-
consistent responses, or contradictory statements in the prototype
drafts [7]. This may expose users to confusing and misleading infor-
mation, and may have adverse second-order effects on how users
conceive of research and the practices and methods involved in
finding data and evidence. In the design of VISAR, we emphasize
that the generated draft is only a “prototype” for facilitating iter-
ative prewriting and planning processes, mitigating the adverse
impact of this problem.

Regarding the study design, there are several potential threats
to the validity of our findings. Our tasks used argumentative writ-
ing topics from the GRE test. Although these tasks are considered
adequate representations of general argumentative writing tasks
without requiring domain-specific knowledge, it would be valuable
to further explore VISAR’s use in more diverse real-world writing
tasks through a deployment study. Expanding the demographics of
the participants in future deployment studies will also help assess
the ecological validity of VISAR.

It is also worth mentioning that the current VISAR system is not
specifically designed for any particular user group. As a result, the
argumentative components it supports (such as node and relation
types) are relatively generic. In the future, we plan to explore the
potential application of VISAR in educational settings. For example,
we would like to explore how VISAR can help K-12 students to learn
argumentative writing. We will also investigate the tool’s efficacy
in providing personalized guidance, enhancing the structure and
coherence of arguments, and fostering critical thinking skills. In
addition, we will employ argument mining based models [37, 71]
to automatically validate the logical soundness of arguments gener-
ated by LLMs and notify learners about any potential issues in those
outputs. Lastly, we will explore how to accommodate additional
argumentation structures other than tree-based one in the furture
version of VISAR.

Moreover, we plan to extend VISAR to accommodate collabora-
tive writing planning [74, 75, 85]. Our researchwill focus on enhanc-
ing the system’s functionality to support seamless collaboration
among multiple users. We will develop shared visual programming
spaces that allow users to jointly construct and refine their writ-
ing plans. Additionally, we aim to investigate the impact of these
collaborative features on group argumentative writing quality and
individual engagement. By incorporating effective collaborative
elements into VISAR, we seek to create a more engaging and inter-
active platform that promotes peer learning, diverse perspectives,
and the co-creation of well-reasoned arguments.

8 CONCLUSION
This paper presented VISAR, an AI-enabled tool designed to sup-
port the prewriting and planning stages of argumentative writing.
VISAR provides: (1) hierarchical writing goal recommendations
to facilitate writers’ ideation processes, (2) synchronized text and
visual editors for easy planning and organization of outlines, (3)
argumentative sparks that supply writers with supporting evidence,
logical fallacies, and counterarguments, and (4) rapid draft proto-
typing, enabling writers to understand and improve their outlines
by reflecting on draft implementations. A user study with 12 par-
ticipants demonstrated that writers can effectively use VISAR to
create argumentative writing plans, and the system was perceived
as useful, usable, and likable.
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Topic Task description

Topic 1 Governments should not fund any scientific research whose
consequences are unclear

Write a response in which you discuss the
extent to which you agree or disagree
with the statement and explain your
reasoning for the position you take. In
developing and supporting your position,
you should consider ways in which the
statement might or might not hold true
and explain how these considerations
shape your position

Topic 2 People’s attitudes are determined more by their immediate situation
or surroundings than by society as a whole

Topic 3 Educational institutions should actively encourage their students to
choose fields of study that will prepare them for lucrative careers

Table 1: Argumentative topics used in our user study, adopted from the sample topics of GRE issue writing
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Task Prompt template Few-shot examples

Key aspect
generation

• system role: A helpful writing assistant that
aims to help writers come up with high level
aspects or topics that they can think of to
support their argument

• user input: Please list key aspects that are
worth discussing to support the argument:
[selected argument]

Key aspects of the argument “We should advocate for the expansion of
engineering course offerings in colleges”:

• Growing demand for engineers
• Diverse career opportunities
• Promoting interdisciplinary learning
• Fostering innovation and creativity
• Enhancing STEM education

Discussion
point

generation

• system role: A helpful writing assistant that
aims to come up with pertinent discussion
points based on a specified aspect to reinforce
the given argument

• user input: Please list key discussion points
worth including in the discussion to support
argument [selected argument] from the as-
pect of [selected aspect]

Discussion points of the argument “We should advocate for the expansion of
engineering course offerings in colleges” from the perspective of “Growing

demand for engineers”:
• Recent increased job position number in Engineering
• National interest in key engineering area
• Varying engineering job types
• Labor scarcity in the engineering job market

Counter
argument
generation

• system role: A helpful writing assistant spe-
cializing in argumentative essay tutoring and
generating counterarguments for the given
statement

• user input: Please list potential counterargu-
ments that can challenge the argument [se-
lected argument]

Counterarguments of the statement “Some scholars and researchers claim that
there are negative impacts of technology on a child’s developing mind. According
to one research study, scholars claimed that “moderate evidence also suggests that
early exposure to purely entertainment content, and media violence in particular,

is negatively associated with cognitive skills and academic achievement”:
• Evidence of Positive Impacts: While some studies suggest negative im-

pacts of technology on children’s cognitive skills and academic achieve-
ment, there are also studies that demonstrate positive impacts, such as
improved visual-spatial skills, problem-solving abilities, and creativity.

• Importance of Parental Involvement: The negative impacts of technology
can be mitigated by parental involvement and guidance. Parents can set
limits on screen time and select age-appropriate content, and monitor
their children’s technology use to ensure they are engaging in positive
and educational activities.

• Individual Differences: Not all children are affected the same way by tech-
nology, and the impact on their cognitive skills and academic achieve-
ment may depend on individual factors, such as age, gender, socioeco-
nomic status, and learning style.

• Importance of Context: The negative impacts of technology on cognitive
skills and academic achievement may be dependent on the context in
which it is used. For example, technology use in the classroom may
have different effects than technology use at home.
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Logical fallacy
generation

• system role: A helpful writing assistant fo-
cusing on argumentative essay tutoring and
trying to suggest logical weaknesses in the
given statement

• user input: Please list potential logical weak-
nesses in the argument [selected argument]

Logical fallacies in the statement “The seriousness of a punishment should match
the seriousness of the crime. Right now, the punishment for drunk driving may
simply be a fine. But drunk driving is a very serious crime that can kill innocent

people. So the death penalty should be the punishment for drunk driving”:
• Slippery Slope Fallacy: The argument assumes that the punishment for
drunk driving should be escalated all the way to the death penalty,
without considering other proportional punishments that could be im-
plemented between a fine and the death penalty. This is a slippery slope
fallacy.

• False Analogy Fallacy: The argument equates drunk driving, which is
a serious crime that can result in innocent deaths, with other crimes
that are punishable by the death penalty, such as murder. This is a false
analogy fallacy, as drunk driving and murder are not equivalent in terms
of their severity, intent, or harm caused.

Logical fallacies in the statement “I know the exam is graded based on
performance, but you should give me an A. My cat has been sick, my car broke

down, and I’ve had a cold, so it was really hard for me to study!”:
• Appeal to Pity Fallacy: The argument attempts to persuade the grader
by appealing to pity, by suggesting that the student’s unfortunate cir-
cumstances should override their actual performance on the exam.

• False Cause Fallacy: The argument implies that the student’s poor per-
formance on the exam is caused by their external circumstances, such
as a sick cat or a broken car, without providing any evidence to support
this claim. This is a false cause fallacy, as there may be other factors
that contributed to the student’s poor performance, such as lack of
preparation or understanding of the material.

Logical fallacies in the statement “Caldwell Hall is in bad shape. Either we tear it
down and put up a new building, or we continue to risk students’ safety.

Obviously we shouldn’t risk anyone’s safety, so we must tear the building down”:
• False Dilemma Fallacy: The argument presents a false dilemma by sug-

gesting that there are only two options: tearing down Caldwell Hall and
putting up a new building or risking students’ safety. This ignores the
possibility of other solutions, such as renovating the existing building
or relocating students to a different building.

• Slippery Slope Fallacy: The argument assumes that if we do not tear
down Caldwell Hall, then we are automatically risking students’ safety.
This is a slippery slope fallacy, as there may be other ways to ensure
student safety without tearing down the building, such as implementing
safety measures or conducting regular inspections.

• Hasty Generalization Fallacy: The argument assumes that the state of
Caldwell Hall is representative of all buildings on campus, or that all old
buildings are in bad shape and pose a risk to students. This is a hasty
generalization fallacy, as the state of one building does not necessarily
represent the state of all buildings on campus.
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Supporting
evidence
generation

• system role: A helpful writing assistant fo-
cusing on argumentative essay tutoring and
trying to suggest supporting evidence types
in the given statement

• user input: Please list potential supporting
evidences that can back the argument: [se-
lected argument]. You can think from the
following aspects: sharing professional expe-
rience (ethos), arousing audience’s emotion
(pathos), providing facts and strict logical rea-
soning (logos) and presenting concrete prac-
tical examples (example)

Supporting evidence types in the statement “Renewable energy has the potential
to significantly benefit people’s lives in many ways. By reducing reliance on fossil
fuels and transitioning to cleaner sources of energy, we can improve air quality
and reduce the negative health effects associated with pollution. Additionally,
renewable energy can create new job opportunities and boost local economies,

particularly in rural areas where wind and solar energy projects can be
developed”:

• Statistical data (logos): Data from credible sources such as the Inter-
national Energy Agency and National Renewable Energy Laboratory
can provide statistical evidence of the potential benefits of renewable
energy, such as reductions in air pollution and increases in job creation
and economic growth.

• Expert opinion (ethos): Opinions of experts, such as researchers and
environmental scientists, can provide credibility to the argument that
renewable energy can have significant benefits for people’s lives.

• Case studies (example): Examples of successful renewable energy
projects, particularly in rural areas, can provide concrete evidence of
the potential benefits of renewable energy.

• Surveys and polls (logos): Surveys and polls can provide evidence of
public opinion and support for renewable energy, as well as demonstrate
the potential for consumer demand for renewable energy products and
services.

Draft of key
aspect

• system role: A helpful writing assistant fo-
cusing on argumentative essay tutoring. You
are trying to write a starting sentence of the
paragraph that support user’s argument from
a particular perspective

• user input: Write a starting sentence for the
paragraph that elaborates on the argument
[selected argument] from the perspective of
[key aspect]

N/A

Draft of
discussion

point

• system role: A helpful writing assistant fo-
cusing on argumentative essay tutoring. You
are trying to elaborate on a particular given
discussion point to support my argument.

• user input: Please write a paragraph that
elaborates on my argument [selected argu-
ment] by considering the following discus-
sion point [selected discussion point]

N/A
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Draft of
counter
argument

• system role: A helpful writing assistant fo-
cusing on argumentative essay tutoring. You
are trying to argue against an argument by
considering a provided counter argument

• user input: Please write a paragraph that
argues against the argument [selected argu-
ment] by considering the following counter
argument [counter argument] from the per-
spective of [key aspect]

N/A

Draft of
supporting
evidence

• system role: A helpful writing assistant fo-
cusing on argumentative essay tutoring. You
are trying to support an argument by consid-
ering a provided supporting argument

• user input: Please write a paragraph that
supports the argument: [selected argument]
by realizing the following kind of supporting
evidence [supporting evidence type]

N/A

Settlement of
logical fallacy

• system role: A helpful writing assistant. You
are trying to fix the mentioned logical weak-
nesses in my argument

• user input: I just made an argument: [se-
lected argument]. I know this argument has
the following logical weaknesses: [logical fal-
lacies]. Rewrite the argument to fix the logical
weaknesses

N/A

Table 2: Prompt templates used in goal recommendation, argumentative sparks and draft generation. According to the ChatGPT
API specification, the "system role" determines the role that the model needs to assume during the current session, while the
"user input" provides the model with the prompt that the user has inputted.
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Topic2 [Attitudes and environment]:
People’s attitudes are determined more by their immediate situation or surroundings than by society as a whole.
Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with the statement and explain your reasoning
for the position you take. In developing and supporting your position, you should consider ways in which the statement might
or might not hold true and explain how these considerations shape your position.

I disagree with the statement that people attitudes are determined more by their immediate situation or surroundings than by society as a
whole. The two of these concepts go together, as what we are taught by society influences our reaction to immediate situations. For example,
what you are taught from your parents and teachers when you are a child could determine how you handle situations you are in later in life.
For example, I go to the store because I am hungry and need food. If I were to react based off of my attitudes of my immediate situation, I
would be inclined to simply take the bag of chips and start eating because I am starving and want food. I have been taught by society that
this is not right. The proper and appropriate thing to do would be to pick out the chips, pay for them, and then consume them. Therefore,
society has taught me what is socially and morally acceptable and influences my decisions and attitudes more than my immediate situation.
This can be applied to beliefs as well. Oftentimes, stereotypes that we are taught by society as children plays into our attitudes and beliefs as
adults. This can have negative impacts, as seen in today’s social climate. Regardless, what we are taught by society shapes our beliefs and
attitudes more than our immediate situation. One could argue against this saying that as humans we have the capability to exercise free will
and make our own decisions based off of the situation presented to us. In this view, what society has taught us does not matter because we
can do whatever it is we want. For example, some people would go to the store and steal a bag of chips. Whether because they want to, or
can’t afford it. They know it is wrong. It is widely accepted by society that stealing is wrong. And yet some people exercise their free will to
act off of their atitudes of the immediate situation: they are hungry, they steal the chips, their hunger is immedialy satisfied. In their view,
the benefit of stealing the chips was greater than the cost, therefore prompting their attitudes to be shaped around their immediate situation
rather than the views of society. But they had the develop this view from somewhere, probably a lesson from society (although a more
negative lesson). Therefor, regardless of a positive or negative attitude, our attitudes are developed based off of society as opposed to our
immediate situation because human thought is developed from somewhere, most likely society.

Table 3: An example draft prototype generated by plain text editor (i.e., baseline) from a user study session
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Topic1 [Scientific research funding]:
Governments should not fund any scientific research whose consequences are unclear.
Write a response in which you discuss your views on the policy and explain your reasoning for the position you take. In
developing and supporting your position, you should consider the possible consequences of implementing the policy and
explain how these consequences shape your position.

Governments should not fund any scientific research whose consequences are unclear.From an ethical standpoint, it is imperative that
governments exercise caution when funding scientific research with uncertain consequences, as the potential risks to human life and the
environment cannot be overlooked.Research findings are an essential part of scientific research, and they play a crucial role in shaping public
policy and decision-making. However, it is important to recognize that research findings are not always clear-cut, and their interpretation
can be subject to bias or misinterpretation. This is particularly true when dealing with scientific research that has uncertain consequences.
In such cases, it is essential that governments exercise caution when interpreting research findings and consider the potential risks to human
life and the environment. For instance, if a study finds that a particular chemical compound has potential therapeutic benefits, but also
carries a significant risk of toxicity, the government must weigh the potential benefits against the risks before deciding to fund further
research. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the government to ensure that scientific research is conducted ethically and in a way that
minimizes potential harm to both humans and the environment. The discussion point "New Node" is an important consideration when it
comes to funding scientific research with uncertain consequences. The development of new technologies and scientific breakthroughs can
bring about significant advancements for society, but they can also pose potential risks to human life and the environment. Therefore, it is
crucial for governments to exercise caution when providing funding for such research. The potential risks must be carefully evaluated and
weighed against the potential benefits. Additionally, ethical considerations must also be taken into account, as the consequences of scientific
research can have far-reaching implications for future generations. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of governments to ensure that the
funding of scientific research is conducted in a responsible and ethical manner, with a focus on minimizing potential risks and maximizing
benefits. When it comes to scientific research, it is crucial to consider ethical principles before funding any project. Governments must
exercise caution to ensure that the research aligns with ethical standards, especially when the consequences of the research are uncertain.
Ethical principles require that the potential risks to human life and the environment are taken into account before any research is conducted.
It is essential that the research does not harm human life, violate human rights, or negatively impact the environment. Governments must,
therefore, ensure that the research is conducted with the utmost care and responsibility to prevent any adverse effects. In conclusion, ethical
principles should be a top priority when funding scientific research, and the potential risks must be considered to ensure that the research
does not have any negative consequences. Case studies provide compelling evidence for the argument that governments must exercise
caution when funding scientific research with uncertain consequences. For instance, the case of thalidomide, a drug developed in the 1950s
to alleviate morning sickness in pregnant women, highlights the disastrous consequences of a lack of caution in scientific research. Despite
insufficient testing, the drug was widely distributed, resulting in thousands of birth defects and deaths. Similarly, the case of genetically
modified organisms (GMOs) illustrates the potential risks to the environment and human health that can result from insufficient testing and
regulation. These examples demonstrate the importance of government oversight and caution in funding scientific research, particularly in
cases where the consequences are uncertain or potentially harmful.
Looking back at precedents of similar decisions in the past, it becomes clear that governments should not fund any scientific research
whose consequences are unclear. When it comes to funding scientific research, ethical considerations should always be at the forefront.
While looking back at precedents of similar decisions in the past can be helpful in making informed decisions, it is important to remember
that science and technology are constantly evolving. This means that the consequences of research may not always be entirely clear, even
if we have historical examples to draw from. Therefore, it is crucial that governments carefully consider the ethical implications of any
research they choose to fund. This includes considering the potential risks and benefits of the research, as well as the potential impact on
vulnerable populations or the environment. Ultimately, funding scientific research should be done with the goal of advancing knowledge
and improving society, but never at the cost of ethical principles. The potential for unintended consequences of scientific research that is
not fully understood is a crucial factor to consider when deciding whether or not to fund a particular research project. Looking back at
precedents of similar decisions in the past, it is evident that many scientific discoveries have led to unforeseen negative consequences. For
instance, the development of nuclear technology led to the creation of atomic bombs, which have caused widespread destruction and loss
of life. Similarly, the widespread use of DDT as a pesticide led to environmental damage and health concerns. Therefore, it is essential to
consider the potential risks and benefits of any scientific research before investing in it. Governments should prioritize funding research that
has clear and well-understood consequences, rather than taking a gamble on research that could have unintended and harmful outcomes.
When it comes to funding scientific research, it is crucial to consider the potential consequences. If the outcomes of the research are unclear,
it is difficult to determine the potential benefits or harms that may result. In these cases, the negative consequences of funding research
with unclear consequences can be significant. For example, funding research that could lead to the development of dangerous weapons or
technologies could have devastating consequences. Additionally, funding research that could harm the environment or public health without
fully understanding the risks could also have severe negative consequences. Therefore, it is important for governments to carefully evaluate
the potential consequences of funding scientific research before committing resources to it. By looking back at precedents of similar decisions
in the past, we can see the importance of making informed decisions based on the potential consequences of the research.[continue in next
page»]
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[»continue for last page] While it is important to consider precedents of similar decisions in the past, it is also important to consider the
potential for innovation. The counter argument suggests that funding scientific research with unclear consequences can lead to innovation.
Many scientific breakthroughs and advancements have come from research that was initially deemed uncertain or risky. If governments
only funded research with clear and immediate results, they would miss out on potentially groundbreaking discoveries. Additionally, it is
difficult to predict the long-term consequences of any scientific research, so refusing to fund research with unclear consequences could limit
progress and innovation in the future. Therefore, it is important to weigh the potential risks and benefits of funding scientific research and
not solely rely on precedent as a deciding factor.
From the perspective of potential risks of scientific research, it is imperative that governments exercise caution when funding research whose
consequences are unclear. When it comes to scientific research, it is essential to consider the potential risks associated with it, especially the
potential harm to human health or the environment. Governments must exercise caution when funding research whose consequences are
unclear, as the consequences can be catastrophic. The potential risks associated with scientific research can be numerous, including the
release of hazardous chemicals or the creation of new diseases. In such cases, the consequences can be devastating, and the government must
take measures to ensure that the risks are minimized. Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate the benefits and potential risks of the research before
funding it, as it can have far-reaching consequences for the health and well-being of the population and the environment. Ultimately, it is
the responsibility of the government to ensure that the research is conducted safely and that the risks are minimized to the greatest extent
possible. It is undeniable that scientific research has the potential to be misused by individuals or groups with malicious intent. This misuse
could take many forms, from the development of new weapons to the creation of dangerous new viruses. Given this reality, it is essential
that governments exercise caution when funding research whose consequences are unclear. In particular, they must carefully consider the
potential risks associated with any research they choose to support, and take steps to mitigate those risks as much as possible. This may
involve setting strict ethical and safety standards for researchers, or imposing regulations on the use of certain technologies. Ultimately, the
goal should be to promote scientific progress while minimizing the potential for harm, and this requires a careful balancing of risks and
benefits at all stages of the research process. The difficulty of predicting the long-term consequences of scientific research is a major concern
when it comes to funding scientific research. The potential risks of scientific research cannot be fully understood until the research has been
conducted and the consequences become apparent. This is especially true for research that involves new technologies or untested hypotheses.
Governments must exercise caution when funding research whose consequences are unclear, as the long-term effects of such research may
be unpredictable and potentially harmful. Therefore, it is crucial that governments take a proactive approach in assessing the potential risks
of scientific research before funding it, and ensure that researchers are conducting their studies in a responsible and ethical manner. By
doing so, governments can help to minimize potential risks and ensure that the benefits of scientific research outweigh the potential harms.

Table 4: An example draft prototype generated by GPT Playground from a user study session
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Topic3 [Career-oriented education]:
Educational institutions should actively encourage their students to choose fields of study that will prepare them for lucrative
careers.
Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with the claim. In developing and supporting
your position, be sure to address the most compelling reasons and/or examples that could be used to challenge your position.

Educational institutions should actively encourage their students to choose fields of study that will prepare them for lucrative careers.Career
development is a crucial aspect of a student’s education, and educational institutions should actively encourage their students to choose
fields of study that will prepare them for lucrative careers. By doing so, these institutions can help students achieve their financial goals and
secure a stable future. Encouraging students to choose fields that offer high-paying jobs can also help address the issue of student debt.
Students who graduate with high-paying jobs are better equipped to pay off their loans and avoid the financial burden that comes with
student debt. Additionally, by promoting lucrative careers, educational institutions can contribute to the overall economic growth of a
country. When students are trained in high-demand fields, they are more likely to find employment and contribute to the growth of various
industries. Therefore, it is imperative that educational institutions prioritize career development and encourage students to consider fields
that offer financial stability and growth opportunities.
One of the primary advantages of encouraging students to pursue fields of study that prepare them for lucrative careers is the economic
benefits that students can enjoy throughout their lives. Encouraging students to pursue fields of study that prepare them for lucrative careers
not only benefits the students themselves but also their families. With a higher income, students can provide better financial support for
their families, which can lead to an improved quality of life. For example, they can afford better housing, healthcare, and education for their
children. Additionally, students can also contribute to their communities by investing in local businesses and philanthropic endeavors. By
pursuing a career that offers a higher salary, students can not only secure their own financial stability but also positively impact the lives of
those around them. Therefore, it is essential to encourage students to consider the economic benefits of their chosen field of study, not only
for their own future but also for their families and communities. When students pursue fields of study that prepare them for high-paying
careers, they are more likely to be able to pay off their student loans and other debts in a timely manner. This is because they have the
financial resources to do so, which can relieve a significant amount of stress and anxiety. The ability to pay off student loans and debt
also allows students to invest in their futures by saving for retirement, purchasing a home, or starting a business. Furthermore, having a
high-paying career can provide financial security and stability, which can lead to a better quality of life overall. Therefore, encouraging
students to pursue fields of study that prepare them for lucrative careers can provide economic benefits that can last a lifetime. Higher
earning potential and career growth opportunities are two significant benefits of pursuing fields of study that prepare students for lucrative
careers. By investing in education and training in high-demand fields such as computer science, engineering, finance, or healthcare, students
can increase their earning potential significantly. These fields offer not only high starting salaries but also numerous opportunities for career
advancement and growth. Students who pursue these careers can expect to earn more throughout their lives, which can lead to a more
comfortable lifestyle and financial stability. Furthermore, the skills and knowledge gained in these careers can open doors to leadership
positions and entrepreneurship, which can lead to even greater financial rewards. In short, encouraging students to pursue fields of study that
prepare them for lucrative careers can provide them with lifelong economic benefits and opportunities for professional growth. [continue
in next page»]
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[»continue for last page] When it comes to choosing a field of study, practicality should be a key consideration for students looking
to maximize their educational investment. Career counseling services provided by educational institutions play a crucial role in helping
students make practical and informed decisions when it comes to choosing a field of study. These services provide students with valuable
information about the job market, industry trends, and the skills and qualifications required to succeed in various fields. By working with
career counselors, students can assess their strengths and weaknesses, identify potential career paths that align with their interests and goals,
and develop a plan to achieve their desired career outcomes. Such guidance helps students make informed decisions about their educational
investments, ensuring that they choose a field of study that not only aligns with their interests but also offers them the best opportunities
for career growth and financial stability. Therefore, students should take advantage of career counseling services provided by educational
institutions to make practical and informed decisions when choosing their field of study. The availability of internships and job placement
programs should be a crucial factor when students are selecting their field of study. In today’s competitive job market, acquiring relevant
work experience is just as important as earning a degree. By choosing a practical field of study that offers ample internship opportunities
and job placement programs, students can gain hands-on experience and develop a network of professional contacts that can help them
secure employment after graduation. Additionally, internships can provide students with a glimpse into the day-to-day operations of their
chosen industry, allowing them to make more informed decisions about their career path. Therefore, choosing a practical field of study that
offers real-world experience can be a smart investment for students seeking to maximize their educational investment. I completely agree
with your argument that practicality should be a key consideration for students when choosing a field of study. However, it is not solely
the responsibility of the students to ensure that their education aligns with the demands of the job market. Educational institutions also
have a responsibility to equip their students with the skills and knowledge necessary to succeed in their chosen careers. This means that
universities and colleges should offer programs that are tailored to the needs of the job market and provide opportunities for students to
gain practical experience through internships, co-op programs, and other work-integrated learning opportunities. By doing so, educational
institutions can help students maximize their educational investment and increase their chances of finding employment after graduation.
Ultimately, both students and educational institutions must work together to ensure that graduates are well-prepared for the workforce and
can make a positive impact on their chosen industries.
While it is true that the job market can be unpredictable, this is not a valid reason to shift the responsibility of practicality solely onto
educational institutions. Students must also take responsibility for their own education and career prospects by researching job trends,
networking with professionals in their desired field, and gaining relevant experience through internships or part-time jobs. Additionally,
while the job market may be unpredictable, certain industries and fields consistently have high demand and job opportunities. Educational
institutions should focus on providing programs and opportunities that align with these in-demand industries and equip students with the
necessary skills to succeed in them. By solely relying on educational institutions to tailor their programs to the job market, students may
miss out on valuable opportunities and fail to take proactive steps towards their own career success. Therefore, it is important for both
students and educational institutions to work together and take responsibility for ensuring practicality in education.
So overall, our conclusion is educational institutions should actively encourage their students to choose fields of study that will prepare
them for lucrative careers.

Table 5: An example draft prototype generated by VISAR from a user study session
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Figure 10: The visual outline of the example draft prototype shown in Table 3
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